
 “Dunce” has been used as a noun as early as the 1580’s to describe a person who is thought to be 

slow or stupid. It is an eponym, deriving from the name of medieval philosopher John Duns Scotus. 

The Google Ngram Viewer shows that “dunce” has been declining in print since the 19th Century. In 

this essay I will consider the possible explanations for this occurrence. 

One explanation for the diminishing weight of a noun could be that the object it pertains to is 

becoming extinct. Although the word “dunce” normally refers to a person, in schools it would have 

applied to punishments such as the “dunce’s corner” or the “dunce’s cap”. These punishments were 

designed with the belief that humiliating troublesome children (“dunces”) would improve their 

behaviour and were mostly practised in the Victorian era. They are much rarer today, and 

consequently the words describing them have become less widespread. However, the punishments 

for “dunces” did not become unconventional until after the word’s demise. 

Another reason a word enters obsolescence may be that it has been surpassed by words or phrases 

with a similar definition. While other ways to describe a ‘slow or stupid’ person have always been 

more popular than “dunce”, over the last 30 years the use of “fool” and “idiot” in print has increased 

sharply. This potentially signals that in a relatively small period of time, these nouns have absorbed 

their synonyms. Unfortunately, this increase was dramatic and came much later than the decline of 

“dunce”. It could be that a word becomes unemployed when popular alternatives make it less 

acceptable to use. 

Another way in which “dunce” has become disused might be that as generations get smaller over 

time, the words they employ the most stop appearing as regularly. The older vocabulary will appear 

to be archaic, and less people will use it as a result. As time goes on, the dying word will not be 

spoken as frequently and it will be thought of as even more antiquated. If this process were to 

happen repeatedly over hundreds of years, then the words’ decline would possibly be viewed as 

unremarkable. Although it may sound very plain, a word becomes uncommon when it loses more 

users than it gains. 

Through this essay I evaluated how my chosen word has become obsolete. First, I discussed how 

“dunce” became less popular as the punishments associated with it became irregular. I also 

considered how it came to be overlooked through the usage of similar nouns. It is also worth 

reviewing how language changes over many generations, and how words become outdated slowly 

as their speakers decrease in number, which I believe affected “dunce’s” decline greatly. Ultimately, 

I predict the main hindrance “dunce” will have on its growth will be that it is too outmoded to 

attract the new speakers it needs to influence a revival. 


